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Dear Parents/Guardians, 

 

We hope this message finds you in high spirits. As we prepare for another day of thrilling 

adventures at Heroes Centre Limited, we are excited to share the enticing lineup of 

activities awaiting your children in Sabina's and Shruti's groups. 

 

Sabina's Group: A Day of Creativity, Learning, and Space Exploration 

 

Activity 1: Flip Book Animation Extravaganza Prepare to be amazed as your child delves 

into the magical world of animation! In this exciting activity, they will create their very own 

flip book animation, learning the art of storytelling through pictures in motion. It's a journey 

into creativity and imagination that promises to leave them awestruck. 

 

Activity 2: Multiplication Game Challenge It's time to put those math skills to the test! 

Your child will embark on an adventure in mathematics as they design and create their very 

own multiplication game. This interactive activity not only reinforces mathematical 

concepts but also fosters creativity and strategic thinking. 

 

Activity 3: Journey into Space - Making a Spaceship Porthole Blast off to the cosmos! 

In this cosmic adventure, your child will learn about the wonders of space while crafting 

their own spaceship porthole. It's an opportunity to spark their interest in space exploration 

and unleash their creativity as they design this unique cosmic window. 

 

Shruti's Group: Laser Tag and Basketball Bonanza 

 

Activity 1: Flip Book Animation Extravaganza The magic of animation awaits! Just like 

Sabina's group, children in Shruti's group will embark on a journey into the world of 

animation, creating their flip book animations. It's an artistic adventure that encourages 

storytelling through moving pictures. 

 

Activity 2: Laser Tag Adventure Get ready for an adrenaline-packed experience! We’re 

excited for a thrilling game of strategy and excitement. Your child will engage in friendly 

competition and teamwork while navigating this action-packed game. 

 

Activity 3: Cosmic Exploration Prepare for an interstellar journey! In this cosmic 

adventure, your child will delve into the mysteries of space. They'll learn about planets, 

stars, and the vastness of the universe. To make this experience even more special, they'll 
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craft their own cosmic artwork to commemorate their journey into the cosmos. 

 

Our dedicated team is committed to providing a safe, enriching, and memorable experience 

for your child. If you have any questions or require further information, please feel free to 

reach out to us. We're looking forward to a day filled with creativity, games, and exciting 

discoveries. 

Thank you for your continued trust and support. 

 

Warm regards, 

Heroes Centre Limited 
 


